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a b s t r a c t

The synthetic B2O3eAs2O3 glass ceramic are prepared to investigate the physical properties and the
radiation shielding capabilities with the variation of concentration of the As2O3 with 10, 20, 30, and 40%,
respectively. XRD analyses are performed on the fabricated glasseceramic and depicted the improve-
ment of crystallinity by adding As2O3. The radiation shielding properties are studied for the B2O3eAs2O3

glass ceramic. The values of linear attenuation coefficient (LAC) are varied with the variation of incident
photon gamma energy (23.1e103 keV). The LAC values enhanced from 12.19 cm�1e37.75 cm�1 by raising
the As2O3 concentration from 10 to 40 mol% at low gamma energy (23.1 keV) for BAs10 and BAs40,
respectively. Among the shielding parameters, the halfevalue layer, transmission factor, and radiation
protection efficiency are estimated. Furthermore, the fabricated samples of glass ceramic have low
manufacturing costs and good shielding features compared to the previous work. It can be concluded the
B2O3eAs2O3 glass ceramic is appropriate to apply in X-ray or low-energy gamma-ray shielding
applications.
© 2022 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Nuclear energy is being used in a variety of industries, including
energy production, military equipment, medicine, and agriculture.
Workers in these fields, meanwhile, are at significant risk of
exposure to radiation as a result of these technologies [38]. Acute
radiation syndrome, which can result in worker death owing to the
hematological subsyndrome caused by radiation damaging bone
marrow tissue, can be caused by gamma radiation, a form of high-
energy radiation [1e4]. One of many research groups’ concealed
aims during the last decade has been the demand for materials that
may serve a dual role [5,6]. Nevertheless, these approaches have
limitations, such as the fact that concrete is opaque, susceptible to
cracking, immobile, and the water content of various samples can
vary. Furthermore, lead (Pb) is a harmful material, thus, it is
aterinburg, 620002, Russia.
. Hanfi), akhchemist@gmail.

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
eschewed as much as thinkable for environmental reasons [7e9].
Nonetheless, protectingmaterials can be developed to attenuate

geradiation over a considerable range of energies, and materials
with appropriate high densities can be chosen depending on this
[10,11]. Glasses and glass ceramic can be applied as both trans-
parent and radiation-blocking materials [12,13]. Because of their
numerous benefits, including ease of manufacture, cleanliness,
clarity, light transparency, and portability, glasses, and glass
ceramic have begun to garner considerable interest in this industry
[3]. A mixture of two or more components is frequently used to
make glasses. The glass and glass ceramic composition are deter-
mined by the application theywill be employed. Glass ceramics can
be clear to opaque because they include crystalline phases and, as a
result, grain structure. Glass ceramics can vary fromvery crystalline
to having a significant glassy phase [14,15]. Glass formers and
modifiers can thus be used to change the features of glasses asso-
ciated with physical and structural needs [16].

Glass formers are the fundamental structural component of the
glass, hence high-density glass formers are essential for producing
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an efficient shield. Glass can be formed using a variety of glass
formers, including B2O3, TeO2, SiO2, P2O3, and GeO2 [17,18]. The
physical properties of the glasses, such as radiation shielding, can
be enhanced by havingmetal oxides in precise ratios to their matrix
[19e21]. The linear attenuation coefficient factor (LAC) is the most
effective physical parameter for evaluating the capabilities of ma-
terials as radiation shielding instruments [22e27]. Monte Carlo
codes can be used to evaluate the LAC. Based on the LAC, the other
shielding parameters like halfevalue layer (D0.5), transmission
factor (TF), and radiation protection efficiency (RPE) are estimated.
The current study's major goal is to look into the structural, phys-
ical, and gammaeray shielding capabilities of the manufactured
(50-x) B2O3ex As2O3 glass-ceramics.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Preparation of fabricated glasseceramic

In the present study, the elastic properties of glassy samples
with a chemical composition (50ex) B2O3ex As2O3 where x ¼ 10,
20, 30, and 40 mol% were investigated. The replacement of B2O3
with As2O3 significantly affects the physical characteristics of the
glass network. Pure chemical reagents of B2O3 and As2O3 were
supplied by Merck Co., Germany. The studied samples were syn-
thesized through the traditional melting technique. Pre-calculated
masses of used chemicals were weighted using an electric balance
with uncertainty of ± 0.001 mg and melted in platinum crucibles at
a temperature of 1000 �C for 2 h. Bubble-free samples were ob-
tained after melt swirling at constant time intervals to ensure
reproducibility of the method. The molten was molded and the
samples were annealed under an annealing temperature of 320 �C.
The obtained glasseceramic samples that were developed were
given the following names:

BAs10 ¼ BAs10: 40B2O3e10As2O3
BAs20 ¼ BAs20: 30B2O3e20As2O3
BAs30 ¼ BAs30: 20B2O3e30As2O3
BAs40 ¼ BAs40: 10B2O3e40As2O3
Fig. 1. The MCNP simulation
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2.2. Structural characterization

An X-ray diffraction system was employed to explore the
structural behavior of the synthesized glasses ceramic using the
Malvern Panalytical Empyrean device model, (2020) (Netherlands)
using. Cu‒target tube and Ni filter at 40 kV and 30 mA, Continuous
scan type and 0.03 Step Size [�2Theta]. Samples were recorded in
the range of 10e65�. Each sample weighed around 200 mg of a
powder pounded by hand in an agate mortar (powder size was
around 1.0 mm).

2.3. Shielding capacity

The mean track length (MTL) of the gamma photon inside the
synthetic glass-ceramics was computed utilizing the Monte Carlo
N-Particle transport code. Fig. 1 depicts the system's geometry,
which is comprised of several cards. The first card (source card)
gives information on the radioactive applied source (kind of
emitted radiation) that is located at the (0, 0, 0) axis, such as its
direction, position, energy, and photon distribution probability. The
applied gamma sources had an energy interval (23.1e103 keV)
along the Z-axis. Incident gamma rays were collimated via slits
1.0 cm in diameter in the collimator. The gamma rays were
captured and subsequently impacted with the glass-ceramics
sample. The second card, dubbed the material card, contains in-
formation about glass-ceramics samples (see Table 1).

The gamma rays generated by the source will pass through the
glass-ceramics material on their way to the detector (F4 tally are
selected to expect the mean flux per unit cell for the detector). The
Monte Carlo code defined the cross-sectional data pertaining to the
sources ENDF/B-VI.8. The NPS card has 106 histories on it [28].

The linear attenuation coefficient (LAC) was used to compute
the material's radiation attenuation ability, which can be estimated
using the equation below (1) [29]:

LAC ¼
�
1
x

�
ln
�
I0
I

�
(1)

The calculation depends on the incident intensity of gamma
geometry configuration.
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radiation (Io) and the transmitted intensity of gamma radiation (I)
through the thickness of glass ceramic (x, cm).

The glass-ceramic thickness that may cut incident gamma ra-
diation in half is referred to as the shielding parameter (D0.5). The
D0.5 can be calculated utilizing the formula below (2) [30,37].

D0:5 ¼
lnð2Þ

LAC
�
cm�1

� (2)

The transmission factor (TF) is a formula that can be used to
predict the coefficient of gamma photon transport through a spe-
cific thickness of glass-ceramics (3) [31].

TFð%Þ¼ I
Io
¼ expð�mxÞ (3)

The radiation protection efficiency (RPE) can be determined via
the following equation (4):

RPE ¼
�
1� I

Io

�
� 100% (4)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. XRD

The thermal heat treatment processes of boric acid at 330 �C led
to not completely crystalized Boron oxide (B2O3). The XRD pattern
Fig. 2. XRD pattern of the
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of boron oxide (B2O3), shows its characteristic peaks of despacing
3.21, 6.07, and 2.94 Å at �2Theta 27.77�, 14.58�, and 30.32�,
respectively, which are in agreement with PDFe2 Card No.
(06e297) which crystallized in the Cubic system (Fig. 2a). The heat
treatment by adding well-crystalized agents such as arsenic oxide
(As2O3) leads to more crystalized specific composition. XRD pattern
of added As2O3 shows its characteristic sharp peaks of despacing
3.18, 6.35, and 1.95 Å at 2Theta 27.98�, 13.93�, and 46.42�, respec-
tively, which match PDFe2 Card No. (72e1333) (Fig. 2b).

After the addition of variable arsenic oxide (As2O3) content, a
relative improvement in crystallinity has been achieved; it is noted
a decrease in the proportion of the amorphous content and growth
of crystalline phases (Fig. 2c,d,e,f). The comparisons among
different concentrations of arsenic oxide (As2O3) indicate an in-
crease in intensity (Fig. 2g). The relationship between intensity and
arsenic oxide content for the most intense peak at 2Theta of 27.98�

reveals a clear improvement in the crystallinity, as presented in
(Fig. 2h) [32e34].
3.2. Radiation Shielding

Fig. 3 reveals the variance of the LAC of the glass-ceramics (BAs)
with the incident gamma photon energy. The interactions of
arriving gamma photons with the material compositions of the BAs
glass-ceramics will be among the three main interactions; Photo-
electric effect (PE), Compton Scattering (CS), and Pair production
(PP). It can be explained as follow: First, it can be noticed that the
LAC has high values at the low gamma photon energy. This is
BAS glass ceramics.



Table 1
The chemical composition of the studied glass-ceramics samples.

Formations Compositions (mol
%)

Density MW

As2O3 B2O3 (g/cm3) (g/mol)

BAs10 10 90 2.01 82.442
BAs 20 20 80 2.17 95.264
BAs 30 30 70 2.23 108.086
BAs 40 40 60 2.43 120.908

Fig. 3. The variation of linear attenuation coefficient (LAC) with the incident gamma
photon energy of the glass ceramic.

Fig. 4. The variation of halfevalue layer (D0.5) with the incident gamma photon energy
of the glass ceramic.
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generated due to the type of interaction between the gamma
photons and the glass-ceramic material, where the dominant at the
low energy is the photoelectric effect (PE). According to the PE
interaction, the glass-ceramic material has a good ability to atten-
uate the incident gamma photons. In this case, the cross-section of
PE is directly proportional to the inverse of incident photon energy
(sPE∝1/E3) and directly proportional to the atomic number
(sPE ∝ Z7/2), respectively. The highest LAC values are detected at the
low energy (E ¼ 23.2 keV), the range of LAC values varied between
12.19 and 37.75 cm�1 for BAs10 and BAs40, respectively. Second, it
can be observed that the PE interactions will be disappeared at the
increment of photon energy, where the LAC values fall progres-
sively owing to the predominant CS interactions with the glass-
ceramic material. Obviously, the incident gamma photons inter-
acted with the materials, and the part of gamma photons attenu-
ated inside the glass-ceramic and the rest of the photons are
scattered, therefore, the LAC values are diminished. Moreover, the
CS cross-section is proportional to the effective atomic number Zeff
(sCS ∝ Zeff). Consequently, the lowest LAC values varied from 0.45 to
0.85 cm�1 at the high photon energy (E ¼ 103 keV) for BAs 10 and
BAs 40, respectively.

Besides the effectiveness of photon energy on the LAC values,
the chemical composition of BAs glass-ceramics also affected the
LAC values. The present glass-ceramics BAs include two sub-
compositions As2O3 and B2O3with various concentrations. Fig. 3
displays that at the identified photon energies, the LAC affected
the glass-ceramic compositions. This means the compactness be-
tween the molecules of the glass-ceramic material increase with
the increment of As2O3 concentration and the decrement of B2O3
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concentration. Therefore, it is clarified that at the low concentration
of As2O3 (10%) the compactness between the glass material mole-
cules is weak. Thus, the capability of glass-ceramic to attenuate the
incident gamma photons seemed low. The minimum values of LAC
are registered in the glass-ceramic (BAs 10 ¼ 10As2O3þ90B2O3)
which alternated from 0.45 to 12.19 cm�1. While the increase of
As2O3 (20�40%) concentration in the chemical composition of the
investigated glass-ceramics lead to the raising the compactness
between the molecules of the material and the capability of the
glass-ceramic increased enough to attenuate the incident gamma
photons. The maximum LAC values are predicted in the glass
ceramic with high As2O3 concentrations (BAs
40 ¼ 40As2O3þ60B2O3), which changed between 0.85 and
37.75 cm�1.

Fig. 4 exhibits the variation of D0.5 values that affected the
incident gamma photon energy (E, MeV) and the composition of
glass ceramic ((50-x)B2O3þxAs2O3). It is observed that the D0.5
values increased with the elevation of gamma photon energy (Fig.
4). The lowest simulated D0.5 values are balanced at the low
gamma-photon energy (E ¼ 23.1 keV) and reduced from 0.05 to
0.01 cm for BAs 10 and BAs 40, respectively. The increment of
incident gamma-photon energy leads to an increase slowly in the
simulated D0.5 values and the highest values are achieved at the
high gamma-photon energy (E ¼ 103 keV), which diminishes from
1.5 to 0.8 cm for BAs 10 and BAs 40, respectively. It was noticed that
the CS interaction is prevalent in the chosen energy range
(23.1�103 keV), thus D0.5 a E. Subsequently, D0.5 was discovered to
rise with gamma photon energy.

The effect of As2O3 in the chemical composition (50�x)
B2O3þxAs2O3) on D0.5 values is observed as described in Fig. 4. It is
seen that the addition of As2O3 content progressively diminished
D0.5. At certain gamma energies, the highest values of D0.5 are
detected in the C1 (r ¼ 2.01 g/cm3), where it varied from 0.05 to
1.5 cm. While the lowest values in the BAs 40 (r ¼ 2.43 g/cm3) are
changed from 0.01 to 0.8 cm. With the insertion of As2O3 concen-
tration into the glass-ceramic, the density and molecular weight of
the examined glass-ceramic lessened. Furthermore, the Zeff of the
glass-ceramic reduces, which guides to a reduction to the LAC and
the increment to the D0.5 of the glass-ceramic. Therefore, it means
the BAs 40 glass-ceramic with minimum values of D0.5 can be
employed as the radiation shielding applications at various incident
gamma energy (23.1�103 keV).



Fig. 5. Comparison between the D0.5 of the fabricated glasses and some previously published glass-ceramics.
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The D0.5 values corresponding to the fabricated glass-ceramics
were compared to the previous works of literature in order to
validate the fabricated samples. Fig. 5 presents that the D0.5 values
at gamma-ray energy of 0.662 MeV for the fabricated glass-ceramic
samples are 0.603, 0.376, 0.289, and 0.229 cm for samples BAs 10,
BAs 20, BAs 30, and BAs 40 respectively. These D0.5 values are lower
than that reported for glass ceramics BLiAlCu0.0 and BLiAlCu2.4
with D0.5 values of 1.567 and 1.291 cm [35]. On the other hand, the
fabricated samples D0.5 are thicker than that reported for glasses
ceramic La0, La5, GSC-A, and GSC-E with D0.5 values of 0.059, 0.051,
0.047, 0.044 cm, respectively [36]. Although the fabricated glass-
ceramic has thicker D0.5 values than the earlierly mentioned sam-
ples, they have an advantage related to the manufacturing cost.
Regarding the manufacturing cost, the fabricated glass-ceramics
samples have a lower fabrication cost compared to samples La0,
La5, GSC�A, and GSC�E. The mentioned samples La0, La5, GSC�A,
and GSC�E contain TeO2, La2O3, GeS2, and CSCL compounds that are
Fig. 6. Effect of As2O3 incrementation on the TF and RPE of the fabricated glass-
ceramic samples.
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relatively expensive compared to the fabricated glass-ceramic
compounds B2O3 and As2O3.

Fig. 6 illustrates the role of As2O3 on variation of the trans-
mission factor (TF, %) and radiation protection efficiency (RPE, %).
The TF is a measure of the number of transmitted gamma photons
to the total number of incident photons (I/Io). In contrast, the RPE is
a measure of the number of absorbed photons inside the shielding
material to the total number of the incident photons (I absorbed/Io)
where I þ I absorbed ¼ Io. Fig. 4 illustrates that the incrementation of
As2O3 with density to the fabricated glass-ceramic samples in-
creases the r values of the fabricated samples. The r values
enhanced from 2.01 to 2.43 g/cm3, raising the As2O3 incrementa-
tion ratio between 10 and 40 wt%. The early mentioned increase in
the sample r values was followed by an enhancement of the LAC
values of the fabricated samples. This affected the number of
transmitted photons I from the fabricated samples where the I
values decreased compared to the total number of the incident
photons. Thus, the Transmission value (I/Io) decreased as a result of
raising the As2O3 incrementation concentration. In contrast, the
number of absorbed photons (Iabsorbed) increased with raising the r
and m values of the fabricated samples. Thus, the net ratio of (Iab-
sorbed/Io) increased associated with an increase in the RPE values.
For example, at a gamma photon energy of 59.5 keV, the TF values
decreased between 31.694, 15.799, 9.089, and 4.829%. On the other
hand, the RPE for the fabricated samples enhanced between
68.306, 84.201, 90.911, and 95.171%, raising the As2O3 incre-
mentation concentration between 10, 20, 30, and 40 wt%, respec-
tively at 59.5 keV.

The fabricated glass-ceramic thickness is also an important
factor that can control the values of I and Iabsorbed, where increasing
the glass thickness causes an increase in the distance that the
photons transpose inside the fabricated samples. Thus, the values of
Iabsorbed increased compared to the I values. As a result, the net
values of (I/Io) decreased associated with an increase in the net
value of (Iabsorbed/Io) when the fabricated glass-ceramic samples’
thickness increased from 0.25 to 2.0 cm. Fig. 7 illustrated that for
sample BAs 10 (for example) the TF values reduced from 75.032% to
10.045% while the RPE enhanced from 24.968 to 89.955% with



Fig. 7. Effect of the fabricated glass-ceramic thickness on the TF and RPE.
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growing the sample thickness between 0.25 cm and 2.0 cm at a
gamma photon energy of 59.5 keV. At the same mentioned energy,
the TF values decreased from 21.974 to 0.233% while the RPE
increased from 53.123% to 99.767%, raising the sample BAs 40’s
thickness from 0.25 cm to 2.0 cm, respectively.

4. Conclusion

A series of four glass-ceramic samples were fabricated as a
mixture of binary compounds B2O3 and As2O3 under a melting
temperature of 1000 �C. The phase and structure of the fabricated
glasses-ceramic samples were affirmed using the XRD, where a
relative improvement in crystallinity has been achieved by adding
As2O3. Moreover, the fabricated glass-ceramic shielding capacity
for low gamma energy photons was evaluated and examined using
the Monte Carlo simulation. The highest LAC values were achieved
in the current study at gamma energy photon of 23.1 keV, where
the m values enhanced from 12.195 cm�1e37.757 cm�1. In contrast,
the lowest LAC values varied between 0.451 cm�1 and 0.859 cm�1,
raising the As2O3 concentration between 10 and 40 wt%, respec-
tively. The enhancement of LAC values was reflected in the other
shielding parameters where the D0.5 values for the fabricated glass-
ceramic samples were reduced by raising the As2O3 concentration
in the fabricated glass-ceramics. For example, the D0.5 at gamma
energy photon of 59.5 keV is 0.603, 0.376, 0.289, and 0.229 cm for
glass-ceramic sample BAs 10, BAs 20, BAs 30, and BAs 40, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the TF was reduced while the RPE was
enhanced by increasing the As2O3 concentration in the fabricated
samples. The fabricated glass-ceramic samples showed good
shielding properties and manufacturing costs compared to some
previously published similar glass-ceramic materials. Thus, the
fabricated sample can be used in X-ray or low-energy gamma-ray
shielding applications.
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